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ABSTRACT 

The project aim is to design a 3D inertial navigation system that would track a soldier movement (left, right 

and up) accurately and reliably within a GPS denied environment such as a multi-floor building. This is a technology 

that is much needed during an urban combat situation like a militant seeking operation or even in a fire fighting 

operation. The location and movement of all the soldiers would be known among themselves and to the military 

troop outside the building. This type of system would help them to more efficiently lead the task force in urban 

operations, rescue the injured persons faster and the possibility of an after action review. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For a soldier, the device must be small, lightweight, and highly accurate and consume very low power. The 

device is built with multiple sensors, a wireless module and a microcontroller that meet these requirements. The 6-

DOF Digital MEMS Geo-Magnetic Module provides the direction and movement of the soldier. This sensor has both 

a 3-axis MEMS accelerometer and a 3-axis MEMS magnetometer combined onto a single chip. The altitude is 

derived from Barometric Digital MEMS Pressure Sensor. 

All the units communicate with each other using IEEE 802.15.4, a little power wireless network. The 

monitoring unit is a designed around a 65K Color QVGA TFT Touchscreen Graphics LCD. The brain of all the units 

is a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller. The microcontroller runs Graphics Library for Touchscreen display 

representing the soldier movement and altitude as multi colored lines. The 6-DOF Digital MEMS Geo-Magnetic 

Module provides the direction and movement of the soldier. This sensor has both a 3-axis MEMS accelerometer and 

a 3-axis MEMS magnetometer combined onto a single chip. The altitude is derived from Barometric Digital MEMS 

Pressure Sensor. 

Soldier Mote (Block Diagram) 

 
Figure.1. Block Diagram of Soldier Mote 

Transmitter: The division and heading of improvement of the contender is gotten from 6-DOF MEMS Geo-alluring 

module using I2C protocol. The height of the warrior is gotten from the MEMS Barometric weight sensor in like 

manner joined using I2C tradition. The distinguished data are ceaselessly traded to the screen bit through WPAN 

remote medium using IEEE 802.15.4 protocol.  

              The screen bit plots the data as lines in X-Y center point on the QVGA TFT shading appear. The stature 

information is isolated using multicolor lines. The touchscreen interface allows the customer to enter data to control 

the watching mote. 

           The cerebrum of the significant number of units is a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller. The 

microcontroller runs Graphics Library for showcase. Distinctive beneficiaries, consistently called convenient are 

normal generally for use in an auto, however have somewhat rechargeable inside battery that can control them for 

an hour or two a long way from the auto. One of a kind reason contraptions for use in an auto may be for unsurpassed 

presented and depend absolutely on the auto electrical structure.  
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Monitor Mote (Block Diagram)  

 
Figure.2. Block Diagram of Monitor Mote 

Receiver: A GPS way gadget is a gadget that specifically figures geological area by tolerant data from GPS satellites. 

At opening it was utilized by the United States armed, however now the majority beneficiaries are in cars with cell 

phones.  

GPS route gadgets shift in affectability, speed, helplessness to multipath proliferation, and other execution 

parameters. High compassion GPS beneficiaries utilize substantial banks of correlators and advanced sign handling 

to hunt down GPS flags rapidly. This outcomes in quick times to first alter when the signs are at their typical levels, 

for instance outside. At the point when GPS signs are frail, for instance inside, the additional preparing force can be 

utilized to coordinate feeble signs to the spot wherever they can be utilized to give a location or timing arrangement. 

Committed gadgets have different degrees of portability. Hand-held, open air, or don recipients have throwaway 

batteries that can run them for a few hours, making them suitable for trekking, bike visiting and different exercises 

a long way from an electric force supply. Their screens are little, and a few don't demonstrate shading, to a limited 

extent to spare force.  

Some utilization transflective fluid precious stone presentations, permitting use in splendid daylight. Cases 

are tough and some are water safe.  

ARM Cortex-M3: Coordinated gadget producers (IDM) get the ARM Processor IP as synthesizable RTL (written 

in Verilog). In this structure, they can perform building level advancements and augmentations. This permits the 

maker to accomplish specially craft objectives, for example, higher clock speed, low power utilization, direction set 

expansions, improvements for size, troubleshoot support, and so forth. To figure out which segments have been 

incorporated into a specific ARM CPU chip, The Cortex-M0/M0+/M1 execute the ARMv6-M architecture, the 

Cortex-M3 actualizes the ARMv7-M architecture, and the Cortex-M4/M7 executes the ARMv7E-Marchitecture. The 

architectures are double guideline upward perfect from ARMv6-M to ARMv7-M to ARMv7E-M. Paired guidelines 

accessible for the Cortex-M0/M0+/M1 can execute without alteration on the Cortex-M3/M4/M7. Parallel guidelines 

accessible for the Cortex-M3 can execute without adjustment on the Cortex-M4/M7. Only Thumb and Thumb-2 

direction sets are upheld in Cortex-M architectures, however the legacy 32-bit ARM guideline set isn't bolstered.  

Every one of the six Cortex-M centers actualize a typical subset of guidelines that comprises of most Thumb, 

some Thumb-2, including a 32-bit come about duplicate. The Cortex-M0/M0+/M1 were intended to make the littlest 

silicon kick the bucket, subsequently having the least directions of the Cortex-M gang. Counsel the producer 

datasheet and related documentation. 

MEMS Sensor: Micro electromechanical frameworks (MEMS, likewise composed as miniaturized scale electro-

mechanical, Micro Electro Mechanical or microelectronic frameworks and the related micro mechatronics) is the 

innovation of little gadgets; it converges at the nano-scale into micro electromechanical frameworks and 

nanotechnology. MEMS are likewise alluded to as micro machines in japan, or small scale frameworks innovation 

(MST) in Europe.  

MEMS are exacting and unmistakable from the theoretical apparition of sub-atomic nanotechnology or sub-

atomic hardware. MEMS are comprised of parts gadgets for the most part range in size from 20 micrometers to a 

millimeter (0.02 to 1.0 mm). They for the majority part include of a focal part that procedures information and a few 

segments that associate with that surroundings, the regular builds of established physics are not usually helpful. Due 

to the expansive plane territory to quantity proportion of MEMS, surface impacts, for example, electrostatics and 

wetting dominate over volume impacts, for example, dormancy or warm mass. 

The capability of small machines was acknowledged pervious to the innovation existed that could make 

them. MEMS got to be down to earth once they could be created utilizing changed semiconductor gadget manufacture 

innovations, typically used to build hardware. These incorporate trim and plating, wet carving (KOH, TMAH) and 

dry drawing (RIE and DRIE), electro release matching (EDM), and different innovations equipped for assembling 

little gadgets.   

IEEE Standard 802.15.4: IEEE standards 802.15.4 expects to the offers the critical lessor system layers of a kind 

of remote entity zone organization which concentrates on minimal effort, low-speed universal communication amid 

gadgets. It can be diverged from diverse methodologies, for example, Wi-Fi which transfer the more speed and 
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require high power. The accentuation is going on effort correspondence closest gadgets amid practically no basic 

basem, expecting to abuse this to lower force utilizations considerably more. 

Really, even lesser rates to be measured with the subsequent collision lying on force exploitation. As at the 

present said, the principle recognizing emphasize of IEEE 802.15.4 amid WPANs is the significance of 

accomplishing to a huge degree low assembling and operation costs and original forwardness straight, with 

adaptability not given.  

And also ongoing suitability include is through vital components ensured reservation of spaces time, through 

crash evasion CSMA/CA and matched backing for interchanges secure. Likewise Gadgets include power 

administration capacities. 

2. COCLUSION  

A strong, exact situating framework with consistent open air and indoor scope can build the wellbeing in 

crisis reaction and military operations. The showed devotion and responsibility of specialists and industry around the 

globe has prompted exceptionally quick advancement of this innovation. This gives us motivation to trust that the 

innovation for high exactness indoor situating frameworks is very nearly an achievement. 
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